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Abstract.-In a 5-year s tudy  on  a Florida ranch,  t h e  t amenes s  o f  American 
Crov-s facil i tated s tudy  o f  vocalizations made  i n  t h e  ear ly  breeding season. 
A m o n g  s o f t  vocalizations heard were  Czi-koos, Kuck-woo-oos, i n t ima te  notes  
made  IT-hen a pair w a s  on  t h e  ne s t  and,  rare ly ,  Barred Owl-like calls. G-wul-op, 
g-~cctl-ops were  loud vocalizations audible a t  considerable distances. L i ke  t h e m  
i n  being g iven  a s  doublets were  a var i e t y  o f  o ther  vocalizations, such  a s  G- 
woizg, g - x o n g  and KL~CLW-l ick ,  k x c m - z ~ c k  t h a t  were  g iven  more  a s  individual 
peculiarities. Also  described are  bowing displays t h a t  were ,  a t  t imes ,  accom- 
panied b y  moans  and bill-clacks. 

In addition to their usual cawing, American Crows (Corvus 
bmchyrhynchos) have other vocalizations, many associated with 
the breeding season, that  may sound "uncrowlike" to a human 
listener. Some of these are so softly uttered that  one has to be 
within 10-15 m to hear them. Others, while loud and far-carrying, 
still require that one be near by to discover in what context they 
are being made. As here reported, my wife and I watched crows in 
a locality where they were tame and allowed us close approach. 
The only previous study of some of these special vocalizations 
known to me is that of Chamberlain and Cornwell (1971). At that  
date little or  no information was available on such features of crow 
behavior as territoriality (Kilham in press), cooperative breeding 
(Kilham 1984a), early breeding season behavior, including court- 
ship and dominance (Kilham 1985) and copulation (Kilham 1984b) 
that might have aided in understanding contexts. Although 
Chamberlain and Cornwell report three of the vocalizations that  
I describe, i.e. the Cu-koo and the G-wal-op, g-zual-ops (C. b. 
pc~scuus screams), and the rattling cry, they do so in only a few 
lines. A further difficulty in their otherwise notable paper is failure 
to define how they differentiated adults from yearlings. 
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS 

My wife and I watched 2-4 groups of cooperatively breeding crows from 
January  to April, 1981-1985 a t  the Hendrie ranch, 24 kin south of Lake 
Placid, Florida. Each group consisted of a breeding pair plus 2-5 auxiliaries. 
The crows were tame owing to years of protection and feeding of corn. X1- 
though unmarked by banding, the members of breeding pairs could be identi- 
fied by the dominance of males, the fact that  females did all of the incubating, 
a s  noted by Good (1952), and other criteria discussed in previous publications 
(Kilham 1984b, 1985). Yearlings were identified by Emlen's (1936) criteria, 
of which the square outline of the tail and the frayed tips of the rectrices were 
most helpful. I used a Sony WM D6 "Professional Walkman" recorder with a 
Realistic, 33-1062, Ultra-Directional Electret microphone. Copies of my re- 
cordings (available to other workers) have been deposited in  the Florida State 
Museum Bioacoustic Archives, Gainesville, Florida. 

Bowing displays.-A crow began these displays with a few 
shakes of its head, accompanied by mammalian-like moans, then 
pulled its head in against its breast to bow its head to its toes, while 
opening and clacking its bill. The same sounds might be ac- 
companied, a t  times, by only a deep nodding of the head, or the 
bowings might be made in silence. 

G-wal-op, g-wal-ops.-These calls (Fig. lA) ,  delivered as a 
doublet and loud enough to carry throughout a territory, were 
seldom given near a nest unless softly and singly at  times of copu- 
lations, or once, repeatedly, when a recently completed nest was 
visited by a Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) . Full G-wal-ops 
appeared to be given mainly by the dominant or breeding male. 
One male came to a tall stub above where we got out of our car 
in two successive years to deliver repeated G-wal-op, g-wnl-ops ac- 
companied by bowings, the back of his neck appearing humped due 
to a raising of feathers. This was for a limited time of about 10 days 
at  the start of nesting. Some yearlings, in early breeding seasons, 
gave hundreds of Gzunl-ops of low volume, as if practicing. 

Other loud vocalizations.-A confusing situation was that 
G-zunl-ops were one of a series of vocalizations related in being loud 
and given as doublets. Among the commoner of these were G-zoong, 
g-zcongs (Fig. 1B) ; Kzoar-uck, kzmr-zccks (Fig. 1G) ; Guelph, 
guelphs (not illustrated) and Kuk, kuks (Fig. 1H) .  Some yearlings 
gave one or more of the variants repeatedly as did some older 
auxiliaries. These latter were almost always ones driven away from 
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the rest of a group by the breeding male and apt to be by them- 
selves. One breeding female gave G-zuong, g-wonys in two succes- 
sire years, often when perched next to her mate. 

Cu-koos.-CZL-koos (Fig. 1C) were nearly always given singly. 
They might be given a t  the end of a deep bow or by themselves with 
only a slight bow from a branch or out in a pasture. Cu-koos, counted 
in 1983, were given when the two of a pair were together (n  = 45), 
or nearly as frequently (n  = 43) when a crow was alone. Single 
Cu-koos were the most frequent of vocalizations given before copu- 
lations (Kilham 1984b). Crows appeared at  times to use Cu-koos 
as a greeting. A yearling walking below an oak on 1 March, gave a 
CIL-koo when the breeding female fiew from her nest above. In 
another episode a female incubating on her nest gave a Cu-koo 
when her mate came to a perch 7 m away. I heard Cu-koos oc- 
casionally (n  = 26) when the two of a pair were together on or 
by a nest prior to egg-laying. On three occasions a female incubat- 
ing on a nest gave a soft Cu-koo immediately after a crow in the 
distance gave a G-zucd-ops. Some females (n  = 3) gave a Cu-koo 
when returning to a nest during incubation, either on landing or 
on the wing. In 1985 two breeding males were alike in giving a 
Cu-koo with bowing display when landing among others of their 
group feeding on corn, possibly as an expression of dominance. 

A feature unique to Cu-koos, noted in all 5 years, was the way 
a crow might, seemingly, address them to my wife or me directly, 
flying to a perch 4-5 m overhead to do so. When a breeding male, 
one of the tamest of the crows, did this on 20 February, he bowed 
and gave bill clacks. Not all incidents were near nests. I was walk- 
ing across a pasture on 15 January, with no crows in sight, when I 
heard a Cu-koo. When I turned, a crow that had alighted 6 m behind 
me gave Cu-koos five more times. Much the same events happened 
on another morning when I turned to find five crows that had ap- 
parently followed me. They were thickly bunched and making 
motions as if feeding on corn although none was there. I t  was 
striking on three of these occasions when crows seemed to be solicit- 
ing corn that Cu-koos were the only vocalization given. 

Kuck-woo-000s.-These vocalizations (Fig. ID) were like Cu- 
koos in being associated, a t  times, with bowing displays and in 
having an exotic quality, like the cooing of some tropical dove. The 
two calls, however, were distinct. Kuclc-woos differed from other 
vocalizations in having a faraway quality. When sitting by a nest 
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being built on 2 February, I heard what I thought to be a distant 
Kuck-?coo-ooo. Then I wondered if it came from the top of an oak 
next to me. I t  took a minute to discover that the performer was on 
a branch 5 m away. The bird bowed twelve times as it lowered its 
head. I ts  wings  ere not moved and its tail was only slightly fanned. 
An indication that a Kz~ck-woo may serve as a low warning, a t  
times, was suggested on 3 mornings when, otherwise silent, a breed- 
ing male gave Kuck-woos when driving away a gray squirrel 
(Sciurus carolinensis). A yearling that  aided him on 2 mornings 
remained silent. The most continuous performances I heard were 
when a crow, perched on a cabbage palm (Sc~bnl palmetto), gave 
Kuck-woos a t  a rate of 12/min for 5 min. A single interruption was 
a Who-who-who-ah like the hooting of a Barred Owl (Strix varia) . 

Barred owl calls.-I first heard these calls (not recorded) on 3 
March 1952 when, close to a pair of crows in Seneca, Maryland, I 
heard one of them give Who-Whos in the course of singing. I did 
not hear the calls again until my wife and I heard them in Florida 
(n  = 5) .  They are the only calls that I have heard made by crows, 
whether hand-raised (n  = 4) or wild, that sounded mimetic. 

Singing.-It is impossible to classify the mixtures of Cohs, Cans, 
Cu-lcoos, G-zc.nL-ops, and Kuck-zcoos, mingled with groans, moans 
and, a t  times, varying Cnzcs given a t  rates of up to 60/min. The 
effect is that a crow, often in solitude, is going over its entire reper- 
toire of sounds. Most performers that I have been able to identify 
have been yearlings (Fig. 1E) .  Some older auxiliaries, ones that 
have become somewhat isolated by being driven away repeatedly by 
a dominant male early in the breeding season (Kilham 1985), may 
become the most vocal of crows with whom they are associated. 

Rattling.-I heard rattles (Fig. IF )  a few times, always briefly, 
in conflicts between crows and both Red-shouldered (Euteo lineatus) 
and Red-tailed hawks. A lone crow that kept trying to join other 
groups in 1984-1985 made repeated rattles when being driven 
away. 

Intimate notes.-A variety of soft sounds (not recorded) that  
might include moans and growly notes were made, a t  times, when 
members of a pair were together, as on nests in weeks prior to 
incubation, or again a t  the end of nesting in what appeared to be 
renewed courtship. This close vocal contact, or "talking," is de- 
scribed by Lamm (1958) for the Pied Crow (C. nlbus). 
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American Crows are sexually monomorphic and lack specialized 
feathers or colors that might aid in displays. Calls associated with 
contortions of the head and neck are  characteristic of a number of 
corvids. Amadon (1944) described the piston-like thrusts that  ac- 
company the hiccup of the Florida Scrub Jay (Aphelocoma c. co- 
erzslescens) and Goodm-in (1976), the odd postures assumed by 
European Jays (Gn7rulus glandularus). In these latter the back 
of the neck is humped as  the head is bent downward. American 
and Carrion ( C  corone) (Wittenberg 1968) Crows have a similar 
silhouette when producing their calls which, like those of the 
European Jay, terminate in an upward jerk of the head. Singing 
or solilocluies are described by Goodwin (1976) for the Rook (C. 
frzsyileyzss) , by Lorenz (1970) for the Jackdaw (C. monedula) and 
by Baeyens (1979) for the Black-billed Magpie (Picu pica), Baeyens 
noting that the observer must be close to hear them. I t  would be 
of interest to know whether the singing in these varied species is 
done by adults or primarily by yearlings, as I have noted for 
American Crows. 

Some of the vocalizations that I have described may sound 
different to others. Chamberlain and Cornwell (1971) describe 
G-7rd-ops as being intense, raucous screams, whereas Stoddard 
(1978) described an American Crow, repeatedly bowing below the 
horizontal, as "uttering a note I had never heard before, which 
sounded very strange and carried a quarter mile away-a t-o-o-t-o-o- 
?I.-a-h." I t  may be that  G-zual-ops are  restricted to C. b. pascuus for, 
were they given by northern crows, I feel sure that  I would have 
heard them in Maryland or New Hampshire. Townsend (1927) 
heard Cu-koos in Massachusetts. 

Bill-clacking similar to what I noted in displays of American 
Crows, is reported by Bacchus (1943) for Carrion Crows and by 
Gn-inner (1964) for the Common Raven (C. corax). Bent (1946, 
p. 276) refers to a "curio~zs clattering of the bill-which resembled 
horny plates struck together" in the Northwestern Crow (C. 
cnzirinus) . 

In seeking a meaning of some of the "uncrowlike" vocalizations 
of American Crows I have never been able to note any response 
of one crow to another giving a Cu-koo, a Kz~ck-woo, o r  G-zeal-op, 
y-~caZ-ops. If these vocalizations have precise meanings, it may take 
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years to determine what they are. But I have an impression that 
American Crows are highly individualistic and express their in- 
dividuality in a wide range of vocal peculiarities. One yearling 
gave repeated Cu-koos whenever I passed in its vicinity, which was 
daily throughout the nesting period; a female gave G-wong, y-zoongs 
when with her mate; another Kuk-kuks for several years when no 
other member of its group was giving them, and a lone crow 
that belonged to no group, gave, a t  times, seemingly endless rattling 
cries. Although vocal peculiarities are most marked in yearlings, 
they may persist in some individuals from year to year. 

Since the above was written, Brom-n (1985). has published a 
study of song and vocal imitation of American Crows, a study made 
largely of hand-raised crows maintained in cages. Since my studies 
were made under natural conditions, of crows participating in the 
nesting and other activities of cooperative groups, made up of a 
breeding pair plus auxiliaries of various ages, i t  is not surprising 
that our findings differ. 

I thank James H. Hendrie, Sr. and John D. Hendrie for  their kindness in  
permitting my wife and I to visit their ranch; James N. Layne and Fred E. 
Lohrer of the Archbold Biological Station, Lake Placid, Florida, for  general 
assistance and J. W. Hardy of The Florida State Museum for  advice on 
making recordings and providing sonograms. 
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REVIEW 

An index to Georgia bird records in American Birds (Volumes 25-37, 1971- 
1983) and its predecessor, Audubon Field Notes (Volumes 1-24, 1947-1970).- 
Robert W. Loftin. 1984. Occasional Publ. No. 9, Georgia Ornithological Society, 
28 pp., $4.00 by mail from G. 0. S., 869 Clifton Road, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 
30307.-Complete con~pilation of Georgia records from the Seasonal Reports, 
articles, and Changing Seasons. Arranged by species and catagories such a s  
"sparrows" and "blackbirds," The index includes 376 species and four hybrids. 
This extensive contribution is a suitable companion to Florida's Index, F.O.S. 
Special Publication No. 1.-James A. Kushlan, Department of Biological 
Sciences, Eas t  Texas State University, Commerce, Texas 75428. 




